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No action is too small,

Make a Pledge Today!
Scroll to read more...

As part of its mission to preserve the environment,
SCAA launched its virtual environment pledge wall
to the public. The virtual environment pledge wall
provides individuals and organizations with the
opportunity to give back to the planet.
CEO of SCAA, Mr. Garry Albert was first to make a
pledge. He pledged to increase the amount of time
he spends outdoors for his daily exercise routine
to limit its carbon footprint.
To become a pledger, visit SCAA’s
website, click on make a pledge,
select a category, input your
name, and contact details
then make your pledge.
No action is too small,
it can be a simple as:
I promise to turn off
lights in empty rooms
or I pledge to turn
the water off when I
brush my teeth.
If you want to be part
of the solution, the
virtual environment
pledge wall is the perfect
opportunity for you.
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CEO’s Message
Dear members of staff,
I would like to convey my best wishes to all of you
for the new year 2022. Once again, the new
surge in COVID19 infections is affecting our
plans but nevertheless we are determined
to move on as it has been two years since
we have been in this pandemic together.
As we look at our performance,
we have seen positive trends in
the aviation industry in the past
months as traffic have improved
and we ended the year with 212,075
passenger arrivals, an increase of 58%
compared to 2020, however still well
below 2019 numbers (463,046). We
hope that the threat of new variants
will not significantly affect traffic
growth in the coming months so that
we can progress on the road of recovery.
We therefore have to continue maintaining
strict financial discipline as we adopted
in 2020 and 2021 so we are able to maintain
salaries and finance some important projects for
better service delivery and functioning of our airports.
Our focus in the next six months are to finalise separation of
regulatory and airport services; creating an Airport Authority and Regulatory
body (SCAA); to review our master plan to finalise plans to expand our
international terminal, parking and cargo facilities; to continue with projects to
upgrade equipment and systems that have become obsolete / acquiring new
systems to improve work processes.
It is important that we understand the financial stress that SCAA is going through
at the moment; obligation to invest in systems and equipment to ensure safety
and reliability versus low-income level. We have to continue sacrificing salary
enhancements/promotions and only recruit for essential areas. Productivity
should not be compromised despite these challenges.
The sacrifices we are doing today, will help our organisation recover from our
ongoing losses and be able to maintain functionality of our airport.
Best regards,
Mr. Garry Albert
Chief Executive Officer
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Seychelles International
Airport to celebrate its
Golden Jubilee
Its already half a century since the Seychelles International Airport was built by
the British. The official opening ceremony which was held on Monday March 20th
in 1972 was graced by Her Excellency Queen Elizabeth II.
Until today the infrastructure is playing a significant role in the socio-economic
development of the country. The airport has since connected the small island
state in the middle of the Indian Ocean to the rest of the world. To commemorate
this auspicious occasion SCAA is planning some activities throughout the year
which include the launching of a stamp.
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Communications
Ambassadors
To help enhance our Brand

In an organization as wide as ours, it can sometimes be challenging to know
what is going on where, when, and why. The communication team has tried over
the years to be on top of its game to ensure maximum coverage of activities and
events in the organization. Being such a small team, this has been a herculean
task. Hence the decision to have support from others who are passionate about
the SCAA brand in the organization, to help out in the promotion of our company
as it gears its way to achieve goals and objectives set.

Importance of having communication ambassadors

A communication ambassador is someone (or a few people) within different
departments in an organization who helps the Corporate Communication’s team
to disseminate information to their colleagues within the organization. They
will also promote the SCAA brand by foreseeing upcoming stories, events, and
activities that can be covered by the communication team for both internal and
external audiences. Hence by doing so they help to uphold the vision and mission
statements of the company.

Promoting Peer to peer communication

Having communication ambassadors in various departments will help to promote
peer-to-peer communication, which fosters a culture of openness, honesty,
and collaboration, shifting the focus from “me” to “us” if done effectively. It will
also minimize misunderstandings and build relationships and trust amongst
colleagues.
The ambassadors can also help to bridge the gap between senior leadership
and the wider organization. Their role should further help to shape the internal
comms strategy, establishing the right message and supporting the rollout. They
can be used to shape key internal messages within the organization for a better
understanding of their colleagues, whilst the communication team uses that
information for a broader communication perspective.
As our new ambassadors take on their roles working side by side with the
communication team to promote their divisions and the organization, we count
on each and every one of you to provide the necessary support so that SCAA
continues to stand out amongst some of the best organization in our country.
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Introducing the

Communication
Ambassadors
within SCAA

Ariana Desnousse
Commercial

Bianca Bonnelame
Airport Management

Leeroyd Sophola
Engineering & Technical Services

Isabelle Morin
Secretariat

Ruth Vidot
Safety & Security Regulation

Shyra Zialor
Aviation Safety
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Communication
Ambassadors

Christian Ng Ping Cheun
Air Navigation Services

Neil Port Louis
Infrastructure Projects & Information
Communication Technology

Nady Jeanne
Airport Fire & Rescue Services

Paul Quatre
Human Resources & Administration
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Air Traffic Management
Gain Five Rated Approach
Procedural Controllers
The Air Traffic Management Division has gained five approach Procedural rated
controllers, after 5 of their trainee controllers have successfully completed their
ICAO 053 – Approach Procedural Control Course. Their training took place locally,
from the 25th October to the 10th December, a period of 7 strenuous weeks
for these young trainees, who had to undergo both theoretical and practical
examinations in order to successfully pass the course. The course was led by
Takeoff Aviation Academy, a UK based training institute, contracted by SCAA.
Originally- the group who were recruited in April,2019, were meant to attend
the course at the Takeoff Aviation Academy located in Brighton, England in April,
2020. However, due to the ongoing COVID 19 pandemic, and financial constraints
that it brought about to the organisation, the course was postponed to 2021
and took place locally. This was seen both as a cost effective and precautionary
measure as the COVID 19 Pandemic is still causing much havoc, with significantly
high infection rates in various parts of the world.
What’s next for the boys you may ask? As successful graduates, they are now
undergoing local training - as student controllers, which involves classroom,
simulator and on-the-job training, to validate and become Licensed Approach
Controllers. This license will allow them to work and provide Air Traffic Control
service to the Seychelles Approach Control unit.
The ATM Division has had a plan to increase its manpower in order to cater to
changes that will take place with the ongoing ATM Modernisation project. Having
adequate staffing of controllers allows for more efficient rostering of staff and
brings the Division in line with Regulatory requirements.
We would like to congratulate the 5 rated controllers and wish them all the best on
their journey to becoming validated Approach Controllers!
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Aviation Security launches

Security Culture Campaign
‘Security is everyone’s responsibility’
At the launching of its security culture campaign, the Seychelles Civil Aviation
Authority’s (SCAA) Aviation Security (AVSEC) prompted all airport stakeholders
including members of the public to play their role in safeguarding the security of the
Seychelles International Airport and domestic airports.
This campaign is being led by the Aviation Security and Facilitation Inspectorate
Division with the aim of integrating security culture philosophy into everything
that is done by SCAA as the organization responsible for Aviation Security in
Seychelles.
The main objectives of the initiative are to encourage non-security staff to
familiarize themselves with security issues, procedures and response mechanisms
in case of suspicious activities at the airports.
Furthermore, to promote willingness for airport staff to accept responsibility, be
pro-active and make decisions freely in the event of security occurrences which
include incidents, deficiencies and breaches.
It is aimed also at encouraging non-security staff to challenge other personnel in
case of irregularities and to accept being challenged; as well as to immediately
report occurrences or any suspicious activity that are security-related either
anonymously or confidentially.
The event was held at the international passenger concourse area in the presence
of the General Manager for Airport Management Mr. Colin Chang Tave, other
members of the management team, Head of the Aviation Security Regulatory
Policy and Oversight Miss Barbara Souffe, airport stakeholders and staff. To
commemorate this event a banner was unveiled at the venue. The banner is
showing some airport staff, with the tag line Safety is Everybody’s Responsibility,
reminding all stakeholders of their importance in assisting the aviation security to
safeguard the airports.
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International Civil
Aviation Day
Another low-key ICAO Day for SCAA whereby the organization focusses on
internal initiatives. The theme for International Civil Aviation Day 2021 was
“Advancing Innovation for Global Aviation Development.”
To commemorate this occasion there was a tree planting ceremony on the
grounds opposite the Air Seychelles VIP lounge. Mr. Collin Chang Tave, General
Manager for Airport Management and Miss Lise Morel General Manager for
Infrastructure Projects and Information Communication Technology.
The two palm trees represent SCAA’s continuous effort to protect the
environment which is one of its core values.
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On the day the organization
also took the opportunity
to assist an employee who
had recently lost their family
home. One of his sister’s was
residing at the domicile. Earlier
during 2021 some staff from
Commercial. Human Resources
and Finance joined hands to
organize a bring and buy to
raise funds for this family. The
funds were handed over to Mr
Neville Bonnelame.

Furthermore, there was a radio
quiz on Paradise FM whereby
members of the public were able
to answer general questions
about SCAA. The turnout was
excellent, and winners were
rewarded with some corporate
gift items.
One of the winners Mr Kenneth
Moustache after collecting his
prize at the SCAA’s head office.
Some SCAA staff were also
amongst the winners.

Congratulations
Kenneth!
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Spotlight on

Annette Florentine
The best piece of advice you have been
given?
My mother has given me the best
advice, which is to focus on my job
and not to interfere in others people’s
business.

Date of birth:
1st June, 1973
Which district do you come from:
Beoliere, Port Glaud.
What is your post title?
Labourer in the Maintenance Division
within the ETS Department.

What is your greatest fear?
My son had a car accident once and
since then call I am always anxious
when my phone rings.I will say that
losing my child is my greatest fear.

How long have you been working at
SCAA:
Its already 21 years.

If you could choose anyone, who would
you pick as your mentor?
My mother, as she has always been by
my side and is still providing me with
all the support even as an adult.

Any hobbies?
I am an active individual, and I keep
myself fit by strenuous walking which
is also a hobby of mine. Sometimes
I go for walks or hikes. Another one
of my hobbies is gardening, and this
I do at home.There is a variety of
vegetables and fruits in my garden,
from pineapples to eggplants

What is the best place you have
travelled to and why?
I have been to some countries but I
prefer Mauritius as its closer to home
and it also reminds me of Seychelles in
so many ways.

How will you describe this year for the
organisation?
It has been a challenging year with
the pandemic but I believe if we have
a positive team spirit this can make a
difference.
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Two Factor
Authentication
Most people only have one layer – their password – to protect their accounts. But as
you may have learned in our previous #digitips, passwords are vulnerable and are
frequently hacked. Many social media platforms and online service providers are
implementing two factor authentication to protect the users’ accounts from being
hacked and their data being stolen.
Two factor authentication means that there are two steps in the authentication
process. It’s an extra layer of security used to make sure that people trying to gain
access to an online account are who they say they are. First, a user will enter their
username and a password. Then, instead of immediately gaining access, they will
be required to provide another piece of information. This is usually an additional
code that authenticates the user.
Different types of two-factor authentication are in use today; some may be
stronger or more complex than others, but all offer better protection than
passwords alone. For example:
• Tokens - Small electronic devices that display a numeric code that changes each
time requested.
• SMS - website sends the user a unique one-time passcode (OTP) via text message.
• Voice call – a call is made to the account holder and a code is given verbally
• Biometric – the user is identified via their fingerprint, retinal scan, or facial
recognition.
• Push notification - websites and apps send the user a push notification that an
authentication attempt is taking place. The device owner simply views the details
and can approve or deny access with a single touch.
With the evolving cyber security threats, the best practice for users on any online
platform would be to use two-factor authentication to better protect their data.
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Flashback to 2021

SCAA Choir participated in the SBC TV Office Choir Sing for Charity programme. The choir has received SR8000 which
is to be donated to its cause, the Mental Home at North East Point.

Mr Michel Leggaie (Painter) and Mrs Marjorie Bell (Housekeeper)
celebrated 40 years of service with SCAA.

It has been 50 years since the first commercial jet
the BOAC landed in Seychelles.

Our commercial department decided to raise funds internally in support of the #mindovermatter challenge done
by Felicity Passon where she swam from La Digue to Praslin.

SCAA embarked on a project to revamp the international passenger concourse area.
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Aeroflot Russian airlines made its return to Seychelles on April 2nd.

Sportsmen within the organization got the opportunity to
take a souvenir photo with the Queen’s Baton at the Mahé
Domestic Airport.

CEO Albert’s contract was renewed for
another three years.

We welcomed the Minister for Employment and Social Affairs, Mrs. Patricia Francourt who had requested a
visit to the organisation for May Day.
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Going the Extra Mile
The Going the Extra Mile (GEM) Programme recognizes the
exemplary work of colleagues. It gives staff the opportunity to
recognize and reward their colleagues by sharing the story of their
creativity, dedication and willingness to go the extra mile.
The habit of going the extra mile simply means to make more efforts
than is expected of you and doing it with a positive mental attitude.
It is the act of going above and beyond what is expected.
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Teressa Balisa
Receptionist
(Human Resource & Administration)

Rupert Pool
Assistant Purchasing Officer
(Finance)

Jimmy Moustache
Store & Inventory Control Technician
(Finance)

Keith Arnephy
Airport Infrastructure & Contract
Manager (Airport Management)

Bettina Zatte
Senior Compensation & Benefits Officer
(Human Resource & Administration)

Josepha Lepere
Revenue & Receivable Technician
(Finance)

Ronny Bresson
Aviation Security Officer
(AVSEC – PR)

Roland Adelaide
Aviation Security Officer G2
(AVSEC – PR)
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Darrel Antat
Social Media Specialist
(Commercial)

Mario Isaac
Driver
(Human Resource & Administration)

Isabel Morin
Strategy Analyst
(Secretariat)

Louisel Barbe
Luggage Attendant
(Airport Management)

Ruth Vidot
Technical Support Officer
(Safety & Security Regulation)
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